REAL TIME FILE MONITORING

WHAT IS

?

AND WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
SENTINEL is a web application file system and integrity monitor that alerts you in real
time if any files, websites, or applications on your server have been compromised.
Imagine catching a hacker before they are able to infect the application. Your website
is safe and secure with SENTINEL.
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About
Most Security is Reactionary. Not SENTINEL.
Increasingly websites and web
applications are being attacked
and compromised by hackers
all around the world. If you
think they target just high
profile companies, you’ d be
wrong.

What if you could catch
hackers in real time before
they accessed your data?
makes that
possible.

What if you could protect your
server from these threats
before they happen? What if
you could be alerted in real
time that hackers were trying
to compromise your website?
With
, you can
catch and eliminate threats
before any permanent damage
can be done.
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Real Time Detection
Identify, track and alert on
attacks in real time.
Determine which
modifications are real and
which ones are malicious

Easy Setup
No coding necessary. Simply
install
on your
server, and be instantly
monitored.

Easy Configuration
Once Installed
takes care of everything
including Anti-Virus checks.

Features
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EASILY DETERMINE WHICH FILES WERE UPLOADED,
MODIFIED, DELETED, AND INFECTED ON YOUR WEBSITE.

24/7 365 SECURITY
MONITORING

WEB APPLICATION FILE
INTEGRITY MONITOR

ANTI-VIRUS CHECKS
INCLUDED

FULLY AUTOMATED &
CUSTOMIZED REPORTING

Constant Security
Monitoring and Protection
across all your web
applications and domains for
total visibility, anytime,
anywhere.

All web application assets
are monitored in real time,
24/7, for both file creation
and file modification events.

As soon as a file is uploaded
or modified it gets checked
against a constantly updated
set of Anti-Virus rules.

Generate Daily, Weekly,
Monthly, and/or Domain
specific reports for total
visibility across all your web
applications and domains.
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Detailed Threat Information
Full scope details on every recorded attack

Detailed File Access Timeline
Complete timeline of file activity
across your web application
Detailed Anti-Virus Scans
See if any modified files are actually
viruses or malware
Full File Access Type Tracking
Easily determine how and when a file
was accessed
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Detailed Custom Reports
Generate custom server, or domain reports daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly

